At the University of Alabama, you can earn your bachelors, masters, or doctoral degree through flexible programs designed for adults.

- Courses
- Student Services
- Online and Distance Degrees
- Financial Aid

We offer hundreds of programs for managers, government employees, engineers, human services, health professionals, executives and many others who want to take their career to the next level.

- Certificate Programs
- Training Courses
- Online Courses
- Testimonials

Our mission is to promote environmental and occupational safety and health through continuing education, career enhancement, applied research and technical assistance.

- Environmental Consultation
- Education & Training
- Environmental Accreditation
- Safety Consultation

The University of Alabama: Moving from classroom theory to workplace performance

Inaugural Conference Announced to Address Environmental Management Challenges in the Southeast

New federal regulations and heightened community awareness have created challenging environmental compliance and management issues for companies across the Southeast. To address these issues from a real world perspective, the UA SafeState division of The University of Alabama, and its partners, is planning "The Alabama Environmental Conference" on October 20-21 in Orange Beach, Alabama.

To help lower the hazards of workplace safety all over the world, UA SafeState, a division of The University of Alabama College of Continuing Studies, offers online safety training (e-learning) in areas such as Electrical Safety and Health and Safety Management. These courses are now beginning to impact workplace safety in under served areas around the world.

The University of Alabama Goes Global to Improve Workplace Safety
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The BCC is your flexible meeting alternative. We are a state-of-the-art facility with the ability to accommodate groups from 2 to 1000.

- Meeting Rooms
- Make a Reservation
- Audio Visual
- Food & Beverage

outreach arm, The College of Continuing Studies, (CCS) has been working with businesses large and small to identify training needs and management systems to address their particular problems. Find out how CCS recently helped firms such as Allstate Financial.
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